**Nisei Veteran: Common Story, Common Bond**

**Traveling exhibition**

A partnership between the NVC Foundation and The Wing

Two brothers – studious Tadashi "Tad" and slacker Masayuki "Mas" – are born in Seattle's Nihonmachi, or "Japantown," living an American life until, as teenagers, they are incarcerated with the rest of the Japanese Americans during World War II. Hoping to win their parents' release, they volunteer for the U.S. Army. With his Japanese-language proficiency, Tad becomes a member of the Military Intelligence Service and serves in the Pacific, while Mas ends up with the famed 442nd Regimental Combat Team in Europe. Based upon the actual experiences of Nisei veterans and their stories of combat, camaraderie and sacrifice, the two brothers undergo the hell of war and its aftermath, leading to the founding of the Nisei Veterans Committee in Seattle.

**BRING “NISEI VETERAN” TO YOUR SITE**

This exhibition includes 15 freestanding panels measuring 23.5”w x 77.5”t, and one table top panel measuring 60”w x 31” t x 12.25” d. It is suitable for display in a variety of settings from galleries and schools to conferences and events. Use fee based on length of display. Borrowing organization responsible for shipping to and from site.

For more info or to reserve this exhibition, email exhibits@wingluke.org.

Supported in part by a Preservation of Japanese American Confinement Sites Grant administered by the National Park Service, Department of the Interior
Rental Rates

Intermediary

The Wing provides:
• Consultation for bringing exhibition to the site
• Preview of exhibition and its components as needed
• Contract administration

Borrower must be responsible for:
• Arrangement of shipping and handling to and from The Wing, which must occur Monday – Friday (9:00-4:00)
• The mission of the Borrower must be aligned with the mission of the NVC Foundation or The Wing and be a partner of the organization

Fee: $75/week for display banners

Full Service

The Wing provides:
• Consultation for bringing exhibition to the site
• Preview of exhibition and its components as needed
• Contract administration
• Arrangement of shipping and handling to and from The Wing
• Consultation for exhibit components and display at customized location

Borrower must be responsible for:
• Direct expenses for shipping and handling to and from The Wing (charged on top of use fee for the exhibition)
  Additional fees related to set up and take down of the exhibition by The Wing if required by the Borrower

Fee: $300/week for display banners